Abstract| This paper deals with 2`{ary transmission using multilevel coding (MLC) and multistage decoding (MSD). The known result that MLC and MSD su ce to approach capacity if the rates at each level are appropriately chosen is reviewed. Using multiuser information theory, it is shown that there is a large space of rate combinations such that MLC and full maximum{likelihood decoding (MLD) can approach capacity. It is noted that multilevel codes designed according to the traditional balanced distance rule tend to fall in the latter category and therefore require the huge complexity of MLD. The capacity rule, the balanced distances rules, and two other rules based on the random coding exponent and cut{o rate are compared and contrasted for practical design. Simulation results using multilevel binary turbo codes show that capacity can in fact be closely approached at high bandwidth e ciencies. Moreover, topics relevant in practical applications such as signal set labeling, dimensionality of the constituent constellation and hard decision decoding are emphasized. Bit interleaved coded modulation, recently proposed in 1], is reviewed in the context of MLC. Finally, the combination of signal shaping and coding is discussed. Signi cant shaping gains are achievable in practice only if these design rules are taken into account.
I. Introduction T HE IDEA of coded modulation is to jointly optimize coding and modulation in order to improve the performance of digital transmission schemes, see e.g. 2] . Independently of each other, the most powerful applicable coded modulation schemes were presented in 1976/77 by Ungerb ock 3], 4] and Imai/Hirakawa 5]. The common core is to optimize the code in Euclidean space rather than dealing with Hamming distance as in classical coding schemes.
Ungerb ock's approach to coded modulation is based on mapping by set partitioning. Thereby, the signal set (constellation) A = fa 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a M?1 g of an M = 2`{ary modulation scheme is successively binary partitioned in`steps de ning a mapping of binary addresses x = (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x`? 1 ) to signal points a m . In almost all work dealing with coded modulation the set partitioning strategy introduced by Ungerb ock is chosen: maximize the minimum intra{subset Euclidean distance. In the encoder R. Fischer and J. Huber are with Lehrstuhl f ur Nachrichtentechnik II, Universit at Erlangen{N urnberg, Cauerstrasse 7, D{91058 Erlangen, Germany. E{mail: f scher,huberg@nt.e-technik.unierlangen.de, U. Wachsmann is now with Ericsson Eurolab GmbH, Nordostpark 12, D{90411 N urnberg, Germany. E{mail: Udo.Wachsmann@eedn.ericsson.se The work was supported in part by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under contract Hu 634/1-1 the binary addresses are usually divided into two parts: the least signi cant binary symbols are convolutionallyencoded and the most signi cant binary symbols (if present) remain uncoded. The code parameters are chosen by means of an exhaustive computer search in order to maximize the minimum distance of the coded sequences in Euclidean space. Because of the trellis constraints on sequences of signal points, Ungerb ock's approach to coded modulation is named trellis coded modulation (TCM). Originally, TCM was proposed for one{ and two{dimensional signal sets using one bit redundancy per signal point. Signi cant work was performed in order to provide more exible transmission rates with TCM, using signal constellations in higher dimensions 6 Imai's idea of multilevel coding (MLC) is to protect each address bit x i of the signal point by an individual binary code C i at level i. (In retrospect, the constructions B through E for dense lattices reviewed in 24] can be regarded as the rst MLC approach.) Originally, MLC was proposed for one{dimensional signaling combined with labeling by binary counting o the signal levels. The individual codes were chosen in such a way that the minimum distance of the Euclidean space code is maximized. In the following we refer to this concept of assigning codes to the individual levels as balanced distances rule (see Section II). At the receiver side, each code C i is decoded individually starting from the lowest level and taking into account decisions of prior decoding stages. This procedure is called multistage decoding (MSD) . In contrast to Ungerb ock's TCM, the MLC approach provides exible transmission rates, because it decouples the dimensionality of the signal constellation from the code rate. Additionally, any code, e.g. block codes, convolutional codes or concatenated codes, can be used as component code.
Although MLC o ers excellent asymptotic coding gains, it achieved only theoretical interest in the past. In practice, system performance was severely degraded due to high error rates at low levels. A lot of e ort was devoted to overcome this e ect, see e.g. 25] .
A straightforward generalization of Imai's approach is to use q{ary, q > 2, component codes based on a non{binary partitioning of the signal set. In this context, TCM is a special case of MLC using a single convolutional code with a non{binary output alphabet while higher levels remain uncoded, see e.g. 26] , 27] . In this paper we restrict ourselves to binary codes, because a) the large class of binary codes has been well established in coding theory for a long time and b) mainly binary codes are of practical interest and c) binary codes in conjunction with multilevel codes turn out to be asymptotically optimum, see Section III.
In 1988, Forney presented the concept of coset codes 28], 29], a class of codes originally considered in 30] . By dealing only with in nite constellations (neglecting boundary e ects) and using the mathematics of lattice theory, a general class of codes was established. Similar to TCM, cosets instead of signal points are selected in the encoding process. Coset codes divide into two classes: trellis codes (a generalization of TCM) which employ a convolutional encoder and lattice codes (based on block codes) where the signal points in N dimensions exhibit group structure. Lattice codes can also be generated by the MLC approach, if the individual codes are subcodes of each other. Already de Buda 31] stated that lattice codes can approach the channel capacity of the AWGN channel. The proof was recently re ned by Urbanke and Rimoldi 32] as well as by Forney 33] .
For practical coded modulation schemes where boundary e ects have to be taken into account, Huber et al. 34 39] independently proved that the capacity of the modulation scheme can be achieved by multilevel codes together with multistage decoding i the individual rates of the component codes are properly chosen. In these papers, equiprobable signal points and regular partitioning were assumed. In this paper, the results are generalized for arbitrary signaling and labeling of signal points. We present theoretical concepts for the design and analysis of practical coded modulation schemes. The key point is the well{known chain rule for mutual information 40], 41] . As shown in Section II, the chain rule provides a model with virtually independent parallel channels for each address bit at the di erent partitioning levels, called equivalent channels. Considering the information{theoretic parameters of these channels leads to a) theoretical statements about coded modulation and b) practical rules for designing and constructing coded modulation schemes. The main intention of this paper is to show that power and bandwidth e cient digital communication close to theoretical limits is possible with properly designed MLC schemes not only in theory but also in practice. For that purpose a variety of aspects of coded modulation are discussed.
The organization is as follows. In Section II the system model is given and the concept of equivalent channels is introduced. It is shown in Section III that coded modulation via the multilevel coding approach is optimum in the sense of capacity. Additionally, the capacity region for coded modulation schemes when using overall maximum{likelihood decoding is derived, leading to conditions on optimality. In Section IV, random coding exponents as well as cuto rates of the equivalent channels are investigated. Several rules to assign rates to the individual codes are discussed and compared. In particular, the optimality conditions of the rate distribution according to the traditional balanced distances rule are given and compared to the design according to the capacities of the equivalent channels. Simulation results show that the application of information theoretical design rules to multilevel codes lead to power and bandwidth e cient transmission systems close to the Shannon limit.
In the remaining sections we deal with further aspects of coded modulation schemes which are essential in practice. In Section V, the optimal dimensionality of the signal set, on which MLC should be based, is derived. Although Ungerb ock's strategy is often used as \natural" method of partitioning a signal set, the proof of optimality of MLC does not depend on the actual set partitioning strategy. In Section VI we investigate set partitioning strategies for nite code word length. Caire et al. 42] recently presented the derivation of capacity for a pragmatic approach to coded modulation. In this scheme, only one individual binary code with subsequent bit interleaving is necessary to address the signal points. In terms of capacity the loss with regard to Imai's MLC scheme is surprisingly small if and only if Gray labeling of signal points is employed. A derivation of this scheme starting from the standard approach of MLC and its multistage decoding together with a discussion for nite block length is also addressed in Section VI. In Section VII the employment of hard decision instead of soft decision decoding at the receiver is investigated.
Since signal shaping is well{known to provide an additional gain by replacing a uniformly distributed signal by a Gaussian distributed one in order to reduce average transmit power, we address the optimum combination of shaping and channel coding using MLC in Section VIII. The optimum assignment of code rates to the individual levels and optimum sharing of redundancy between coding and shaping is given.
Section IX summarizes the main results. The Appendix sketches the derivation of the distance pro le of multilevel codes and an e cient technique to bound the error rate. In order to create powerful Euclidean{space codes for such an M{ary signal alphabet, labels have to be assigned to each signal point, see e.g. 26] . Therefore, a (bijective) mapping a = M(x) of binary address vectors x = (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x`? 1 ); x i 2 f0; 1g, to signal points a 2 A is de ned. Usually, the mapping is derived by successively partitioning the signal set A into subsets. As an example, binary partitioning of the 8{ASK (8{ary amplitude shift keying) signal (D = 1) set is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In contrast to most of the literature, most examples in this paper are based on one{dimensional constellations. This is not only for simplicity of presentation, but also due to the results given in Section V. Of course, M{ary ASK will represent one quadrature component in a QAM scheme in practice.
In the rst step, at partitioning level 1, the signal set A is divided into two parts, namely the subsets A( The iteration stops when each subset at level`only contains one signal point. Then, the subset label (x 0 : : :x`? 1 ) equals the address vector of the signal point. As we will see in Section VI, the particular strategy for this mapping by set partitioning in uences the properties of the coded modulation scheme.
Since the mapping M is bijective independently of the actual partitioning strategy, the mutual information 1 I(Y ; A) between the transmitted signal point a 2 A and the received signal point y 2 Y equals the mutual information I(Y ; X 0 ; X 1 ; : : :; X`? 1 ) between the address vector x 2 f0; 1g`and the received signal point y 2 Y.
The discrete{time physical channel is characterized by the set ff Y (yja)ja 2 Ag of conditional probability density functions (pdf's) of the received point y given the signal point a.
Applying the chain rule of mutual information 40, p. 22] we get I(Y ; A) = I(Y ; X 0 ; X 1 ; : : :; X`? 1 ) = I(Y ; X 0 ) + I(Y ; X 1 jX 0 ) + 1 We denote the random variables corresponding to the transmitted and received signal points, the binary address vector, and its components by capital letters.
: : : + I(Y ; X`? 1 jX 0 ; X 1 ; : : :; X`? 2 ): (2) The equation may be interpreted in the following way: Transmissionofvectorswithbinarydigitsx i ; i = 0; : : :;`?1, over the physical channel can be separated into the parallel transmission of individual digits x i over`equivalent channels, provided that x 0 ; : : :; x i?1 are known (cf. 5]). This fundamental principle is illustrated in Fig. 2 for 8{ASK modulation and the natural labeling of the signal points. Part A) of the gure shows the usual transmission scheme with the binary address vector entering the 8{ASK modulator. The addressed signal point is transmitted over the noisy channel. According to the chain rule of mutual information, the scenario illustrated in part B) of the gure provides the same mutual information as part A). Part B) shows parallel transmission schemes for the individual binary digits x i . Binary digits x i of \low" levels i, i <`? 1, are multiply represented in the modulator signal sets. The underlying signal set of the equivalent modulator i for digit x i is time{variant depending on the digits of lower levels j < i. For example, in Fig. 2 the equivalent modulators are shown for one time instant where (x 0 x 1 ) = (00) holds. The actual signal point to be transmitted for digit x i is selected by digits x j of higher levels j; i < j `? 1. This example illustrates that the equivalent channel i for transmission of the binary digit x i comprises the time{variant equivalent modulator i and the actual noisy (physical) channel.
From This concept of equivalent channels of a coded modulation scheme is the basic tool for the analysis and design of such schemes. For the moment, let the digits x 0 ; : : :; x i?1 of the lower levels j; j < i, be xed. Then, the pdf f Y (yjx i ; x 0 : : :x i?1 ) characterizes the equivalent channel i. The underlying signal subset for the equivalent In general, the equivalent channel i is completely characterized by a set of probability density functions f Y (yjx i ) of the received signal point y 2 Y if the binary symbol x i is transmitted. Due to the time{variant equivalent modulator i, i.e., the underlying subset for transmission of symbol x i depends on the symbols at lower levels j, 0 j < i, this set of pdf's comprises the pdf's f Y (yjx i ; x 0 : : :x i?1 ) for all combinations of (x 0 : : :
f Y (yjx i ) = f Y (yjx i ; x 0 : : :x i?1 )j(x 0 : : :x i?1 ) 2 f0; 1g i :
(6) Note that the characterization of the equivalent channel i by its set of pdf's f Y (yjx i ) given in (5) and (6) is valid for every memoryless channel that can be characterized by pdf's f Y (yja). This fact is quite notable since almost all work concerning coded modulation deals with minimum distance as the essential design parameter which is relevant for at most the Gaussian channel. Indeed, we will see later that even for the Gaussian channel optimizing minimum distance does not necessarily lead to asymptotically optimum schemes. With the set of pdf's f Y (yjx i ) the theoretical treatment of coded modulation schemes is possible for arbitrary probabilities of signal points as well as for arbitrary labeling of signal points. This is the basis for analyzing schemes employing signal shaping (approximately Gaussian{distributed signal points are generated, see Section VIII), as well as for the assessment of schemes with di erent labelings (Section VI).
Having the above derivation of the equivalent channels in mind, the multilevel coding approach together with its multistage decoding (MSD) procedure, originally presented by Imai/Hirakawa 5], is a straightforward consequence of the chain rule (2). The digits x i ; i = 0; : : :;`? 1, result from independent encoding of the data symbols. The encoder is sketched in Fig. 3 processes not only the block y = (y 1 ; : : :; y N ); y 2 Y, of received signal points, but also decisionsx j ; j = 0; : : :; i?1, of previous decoding stages j. (Notice that decoding delays are not shown in Fig. 4 .) Actually, the staged decoding according to the chain rule in (2) would require the transmitted symbol x j instead of the estimatex j . But as long as error{free decisionsx j = x j are generated by the decoder D j , MSD can be interpreted as an implementation of the chain rule. In order to approach channel capacity, a maximization of the mutual information over all selectable parameters has to be performed. Usually, these are the a{priori probabilities of the signal points. Thus, a speci c probability distribution Prfag over the channel inputs is required to achieve the capacity C. These probabilities cannot be optimized independently for each individual level, but only for the entire signal set. Thus, the capacity C i of the equivalent channel i is given by the respective mutual information I(Y ; X i jX 0 : : :X i?1 ) for these speci c channel input probabilities. In view of (3) and (7), C i is given by ?E x 0 :::x i C(A(x 0 : : :x i )) ; (7) where C(A(x 0 : : :x i )) denotes the capacity when using (only) the (sub)set A(x 0 : : :x i ) with a{priori probabilities Prfag=PrfA(x 0 : : :x i )g. Hence, in order to avoidconfusion, we use the term \capacity" throughout this paper for given and xed a{priori probabilities of signal points.
Because the MLC approach directly results from the chain rule for mutual information (Section II), the derivation of the capacity of multilevel coded schemes is obvious. We review the theorem given in 34 The capacity C = C(A) of a 2`{ary digital modulation scheme under the constraint of given a{priori probabilities Prfag of the signal points a 2 A is equal to the sum of the capacities C i of the equivalent channels i of a multilevel coding scheme:
The capacity C can be approached via multilevel encoding and multistage decoding, if and only if the individual rates R i are chosen to be equal to the capacities of the equivalent channels, R i = C i . The proof is obvious from the chain rule and given in the papers cited above. Theorem 1 has the following consequences for digital transmission schemes: 1. Out of the huge set of all possible codes with length N, where NR = K binary symbols are mapped to N signal points, the (comparatively very small) subset of codes generated by the MLC approach | where NR i = K i binary symbols are mapped to N signal point label elements x i independently for each level i | is a selection with asymptotically optimum performance. As already mentioned by Forney 33] and Urbanke and Rimoldi 32] for the case of lattice codes, here Shannon's coding theorem is proved with well{structured in contrast to random codes. 2. Although in multistage decoding (MSD) the code constraints at higher levels are not taken into account while decoding lower levels, suboptimum MSD su ces to achieve capacity. Optimum overall maximum likelihood decoding (MLD) of the Euclidean{space code cannot improve the asymptotic performance of the scheme as long as the rates R i are chosen equal to the capacities C i . Even in practice with nite code lengths, the gain of MLD over MSD is expected to be relatively small as long as the rate design is appropriate. 3. The theorem states that for any digital transmission scheme (provided that the number of points is a power of two), the problem of channel coding can be solved in principle in an optimum way via MLC and MSD by employing binary codes. That means there is no need to search for good non{binary codes to be used in bandwidth{e cient transmission systems. Starting from the huge eld of good binary codes, their properties can be directly translated to any bandwidth e ciency via the MLC approach. Therefore, similar to the theoretical separability of source and channel coding, channel coding and modulation can be treated and optimized separately. (In practice, i.e., for ntie data delay, non{binary codes may of course have some advantages in performance or complexity, cf. TCM.) 4. The theorem implies no restriction on the particular labeling of signal points. Thus, mapping by set partitioning according to Ungerb ock's criterion 4] is not essential to approach capacity. Nevertheless, for nite code length, Ungerb ock's partitioning strategy turns out to lead to the highest performance among MLC schemes with di erent partitioning strategies, see Section VI. However, alternative partitioning strategies may be favorable for some other practical purposes as discussed also in Section VI.
B. Capacity Region
In this section we regard MLC as a multiuser communication scheme as in 39] , and show that a much larger variety of rate combinations can approach capacity, provided that overall maximum{likelihood decoding is used rather than MSD. This theoretical result may therefore not be of much practical importance, although it does help to elucidate the strengths and weaknesses of a broader class of MLC designs than those suggested by Theorem 1 (cf. also 45]).
Applying known results from multiuser information theory we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 2
The capacity C = C(A) of a 2`{ary digital modulation scheme with given a{priori probabilities Prfag of signal points a 2 A can be achieved by multilevel encoding and overall maximum{likelihood decoding if and only if the rates R i satisfy the following conditions:
1. Proof : For simplicity, let us start with a two{level code, i.e., 4{ary signaling. The symbols x 0 and x 1 of two single independent users are combined via the mapping of symbols to signal points and transmitted over the channel. Therefore, we actually have to deal with a multiple access channel where the maximum feasible sum of rates R i is bounded by the mutual information of the total scheme, see e. and R 1 = I(Y ; X 1 jX 0 ) holds, which corresponds to the chain rule: I(Y ; X 0 X 1 ) = I(Y ; X 0 )+I(Y ; X 1 jX 0 ). Hence, symbol x 0 can be decoded as in the single{user case without any knowledge of the actually transmitted symbol x 1 , and point 1 marks the special result described above that MSD su ces to achieve capacity. The analogous situation is given for point 2 by interchanging x 0 and x 1 . Here, MSD starts with the decoding of symbol x 1 . To be more speci c, points 1 and 2 di er only in the labeling of the signal points. For example, if point 1 corresponds to the labeling of a 4{ASK constellation according to Ungerb ock, then point 2 represents the situation for the labeling de ned by a block partitioning, see Section VI. Notice that the individual rates depend strongly on the particular labeling; i.e., I(Y ; X 0 ) is not equal to I(Y ; X 1 ) in the general case (also illustrated in Fig. 5 ).
Following Gallager 40] , total randomness is not indispensable to prove the channel coding theorem. A careful analysis shows that pairwise independence of code words is su cient. It is easy to see that the pairwise independence of code words in the ensemble of multilevel codes is valid. Hence, the channel coding theorem applies to this ensemble if overall maximum{likelihood decoding is used. This is still valid even if the rates R i are not chosen to be equal to the capacities C i of the equivalent channels i but the total rate is less than the capacity of the channel. Thus, capacity in the range I(Y ; X 0 ) < R 0 < I(Y ; X 0 jX 1 ) can still be achieved with MLC i R = R 0 + R 1 = I(Y ; X 1 X 0 ). However, in this case it is unavoidable 2 to replace the low{complexity MSD by an extremely complex overall maximum{likelihood decoding in order to come close to capacity. For rate R 0 exceeding I(Y ; X 0 jX 1 ) or for rate R 1 exceeding I(Y ; X 1 jX 0 ), respectively, the pair of rates (R 0 ; R 1 ) is outside the capacity region.
In summary, if (R 0 ; R 1 ) lies on the straight line connecting points 1 and 2 in Fig. 5 , the capacity of the modulation scheme can be achieved by MLC and MLD. In the special case where (R 0 ; R 1 ) lies on one of the vertices of the capacity region (point 1 or 2 ), MSD is su cient to achieve capacity.
Using the same arguments, the results for the two{level code can be extended to the case of an`{level code. Here, multiuser theory gives not only upper bounds for the individual rates R i and the sum of all rates P`? 1 i=0 R i , but also for the sums of two or more rates 41]. This proves the theorem.
2 The consequences of Theorem 2 are discussed in the next section.
IV. Comparison of Rate Design Rules
The essential point for the design of a coded modulation scheme is the assignment of code rates to the individual coding levels. In this section, ve rules for rate design are reviewed, and their similarities and di erences are discussed.
A. Capacity Design Rule
Following Theorem 1, the rst design rule is quite obvious:
Rate Design Rule 1 (Capacity Rule) For a 2`{ary digital modulation scheme the rate R i at the individual coding level i of a multilevel coding scheme should be chosen equal to the capacity C i of the equivalent channel i, i = 0; : : :;`? 1: order to get a uni ed representation, the abscissa is labeled by E s =N 0 , where E s denotes the average symbol energy. For the design of a scheme with rate 2:5, see dashed line in Fig. 6 , the capacities C i coinciding with the optimum individual rates, are given by C 0 =C 1 =C 2 = 0:52=0:98=1. Additionally for comparison, the capacity C(BPSK) for binary signaling corresponding to the situation at level 0 without multiple representation of symbol x 0 is sketched in Fig. 6 . Here the same spacing of signal points relative to noise variance as in 8{ASK is assumed (i.e., E s;BPSK = E s;8?ASK =21). The gap between C(BPSK) and C 0 (e.g., 3 dB at C = 0:5) is due to the multiple representation of binary symbols by signal points at level 0 (cf. also 35] (14) where H 2 (x) = ?x log 2 x ? (1 ? x) log 2 (1 ? x) denotes the binary entropy function. Using again the example of a design for total rate R = 2:5 bit/symbol, the rate distribution according to the balanced distances rule yields R 0 =R 1 =R 2 = 0:66=0:88=0:96 with d 2 i i =N = 0:26: (15) Since the multiple representation of symbols by signal points is ignored, the rate R 0 = 0:66 according to the BDR is substantially higher than the capacity C 0 = 0:52 of the equivalent channel at level 0. According to the converse of Shannon's channel coding theorem, transmission over this channel is not possible with arbitrarily high reliability. Nevertheless, assuming MSD and comparing the required SNR for C 0 = 0:52 and 0:66, respectively, we can observe a loss of about 1.2 dB for an MLC scheme designed by the BDR compared to an MLC scheme designed according to the capacity rule. This degradation due to the increased rate R 0 results mainly from a tremendous increase in the number of nearest{neighbor error events because of the multiple representation of symbols by signal points, cf. Ungerb ock's labeling, the minimum Hamming distance at level 0 is the greatest one and hence, the greatest degradation due to multiple symbol representation occurs at level 0.
Let us check whether the rate distribution (11) is optimum in sense of capacity. As in Theorem 2, the individual code rates R i must satisfy the conditions: situation for C(A) = 2:5 bit/symbol. We observe that the rate distribution according to the balanced distances rule, see (15) , satis es Theorem 2, because all marked points on the vertical dashed line lie below the corresponding curves, marked by the same symbol. But error{free multistage decoding of the MLC scheme designed by the BDR is impossible in principle, since the rate R 0 exceeds the capacity C 0 . Only by employing overall MLD can the capacity of the 8{ASK constellation be approached. These di erences between MLC schemes designed by the capacity rule (Cap{MLC) and MLC schemes designed by the balanced distances rule (BDR{MLC) can be similarly observed for other schemes 50] .
Nonetheless, in the majority of the work concerning coded modulation, see e.g. 48] , 26], 27], 51], 52], the balanced distances rule was used for rate design although multistage decoding was applied. These papers gave schemes with excellent asymptotic coding gains, because d 2 was maximized. In practice however, the real coding gains are far below the asymptotic gains. At least at the lowest level, the rate R 0 signi cantly exceeds the capacity of the equivalent channel 0, and therefore many errors occur at decoder D 0 . These errors propagate through higher levels in the MSD procedure, so the performance of the scheme is quite poor.
In order to overcome this e ect, several strategies have been proposed 53], 54]. First, reliability informationabout decoding decisions may be passed to higher decoding stages in order to mitigate the e ect of error propagation, cf. also 26], 25]. But this method requires the use of sophisticated decoders generating reliability information for each output symbol. Moreover, especially for concatenated codes which are iteratively decoded such as turbo codes 43], 44], it is not yet possible to generate reliability information of good quality. 3 Second, interleaving between binary code words at the individual coding levels has been proposed. Then, error bursts at decoding stage i can be broken up into almost independent single errors, facilitating the task for the decoders D j , j > i, at higher levels. But in fact, interleaving increases the e ective code length. Hence, using codes whose performance increases with the block length, e.g. turbo codes, it seems more e cient to increase the code length in a direct way instead of introducing interleaving. Nevertheless, interleaving within one code word can still improve performance without introducing additional delay when employing codes which are sensitive to the structure of the error event. For example, this holds for turbo codes or terminated convolutional codes.
Third, instead of performing multistage decoding once per multilevel code word, it has been proposed to iterate the decoding procedure, now using decoding results of higher levels at lower levels 25]. Consider e.g. a second decoding of symbol x 0 by the decoder D 0 , where estimateŝ x i of all symbols x i , i 6 = 0, are already known. Now, symbol x 0 is no longer multiply represented in the signal set A | only the signal points a (0) = M(x 0 = 0;x 1 : : :x`? 1 ) and a (1) = M(x 0 = 1;x 1 : : :x`? 1 ) remain and thus the e ective error coe cient is decreased. If the decisions at other levels are error{free, then simple binary signaling remains.
(Fortunately, this is true for a practical decoder, since the number of errors usually decreases during the iteration proceeds 37].) Thereby, the enormous increase in the number of error events by multiple representation of binary symbols is avoided and performance is greatly improved. Obviously, such an iterative decoding strategy over several levels only works if there is su cient interleaving between levels. Thus, this method not only causes a multiple decoding e ort, but also an increased data delay, which is not usefully exploited in the sense of information theory.
These methods proposed to improve the suboptimum MSD procedure are indeed more or less good attempts to approximate an overall maximum{likelihood decoder. The complexity and the decoding delay due to this approximate MLD are substantially larger than for usual MSD. If the rates at the individual coding levels of an MLC scheme are designed according to the BDR, the use of MLD is indispensable to avoid a signi cant performance loss. However, as shown in Section III, there is no need to use an extremely complex overall MLD if the individual code rates are chosen according to the capacity rule. Therefore, we conclude that the reason for performance de ciencies of BDR{MLC schemes is actually not the suboptimality of MSD, but the rate design itself.
Strictly speaking, the optimality of MSD holds only in the asymptotic case of capacity{approaching component codes. But in practice the gain of approximate MLD over MSD is expected to be very small if the rate design is appropriate.
Let us now consider the special case of trellis coded modulation (TCM) in this context. TCM is actually a two{level MLC scheme in which the second level is \uncoded" | or more, precisely, coded only per symbol. TCM schemes are always designed for maximum minimum Euclidean distance in signal space. Hence, TCM schemes are actually a special case of BDR{MLC schemes. The traditional decoding method for TCM involves rst doing ML decoding at the higherlevels for all possible lower{level symbol values ( nding the closest point in each subset), and then using these decisions to do ML decoding at the lower levels. The combination is an overall ML decoder. In contrast, to apply MSD principles, one should rst decode the lower levels, e.g., using lattice decoding for coset codes, and then, given the lower{level decoder outputs, decode once per symbol at the higher level. The results in this paper and in 33] show that the latter approach will also work provided that the lower{level rate is below capacity, although it will clearly not be as good as full MLD.
C. Coding Exponent Rule
Now, we sketch a rate design rule suited for practical applications in which the data delay and the code word length N are restricted, see also 37]. Additionally, a certain error rate can often be tolerated depending on the particular application. Therefore, we subsequently employ the well{known random coding bound 40], which provides a relation between code word length N and word error rate p w , for design and discussion of MLC schemes.
Although some of the results are illustrated only for the particular example of 8{ASK, they are in principle valid for all pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) transmission schemes based on sets of real or complex signal points, i.e., ASK, PSK, QAM.
From 40] the random coding exponent E r (R) is: 4 E r (R) := max Usually (19) has to be evaluated numerically. Clearly, the random coding exponent E i r (R i ) of the equivalent channel i is E i r (R i ) := max 0 1 fE i 0 ( ) ? R i g: (20) Fixing the random coding exponent and hence the error rate to a constant value, a trade{o between rate and SNR is possible. We obtain the so{called isoquants of the random coding exponent:
For high SNRs the bound can be improved employing the expurgated coding exponent E i ex (R i ), see 40]. The coding exponent E i (R i ) for the subsequent analysis is simply the maximum of the random and the expurgated coding exponent.
For illustration, the isoquants R i (E s =N 0 ) of the coding exponent E i (R i ) for all levels i of 8{ASK with natural labeling (cf. Fig. 1 ) and the AWGN channel are plotted versus E s =N 0 in Fig. 8 . Additionally, the sum of individual rates R = P`? 1 i=0 R i is shown. The presented isoquants are for code word length N = 500 and word error rate p w = 10 ?3 . (The particular values for N and p w are chosen because experience shows that with N = 500 and p w = 10 ?3 a bit error rate < 10 ?5 is achievable.) For a given total rate R and desired reliability p w , the isoquant curves serve to determine the distribution of individual rates R i dependent on the block length N. It is worth noting that if the error probability of the equivalent channels is not low enough to neglect error propagation, then one may choose di erent error rates for di erent levels to compensate for this e ect; i.e. lower levels should operate at lower (designed) error rates then higher levels.
For the particular case of p w = 10 ?3 and total rate R = 2:5, the rate distribution is plotted versus the block length N for the 8{ASK example in Fig. 9 . This representation gives a nice illustration of the variation of the rate distribution versus the code word length N. The rates R i of the component codes of an MLC scheme derived from the capacity or the coding exponent rule are quite di erent from those derived from the balanced distances rule, as long as the block length N is not very small. In particular, the rates at lower levels are substantially decreased due to the multiple representation of binary symbols by signal points.
For moderate to high block lengths (N ' 1000) and word error rate p w = 10 ?3 , the individual rates according to the coding exponent rule di er only slightly from the asymptotic values for N ! 1 given by the capacity rule.
Therefore, the capacity rule is a good choice for practical codes. However, for short codes, the rates derived from the coding exponent rule tend to those derived by the balanced distances rule, because in this region error probabilities are mainly determined by the minimum Euclidean distance rather than by the e ective error coe cient. Thus, rate design according to the coding exponent rule connects the capacity rule and the balanced distances rule in a certain way.
D. Cut{o Rate Rule
In order to complete the discussion of design rules based on information theoretical parameters, a rate design rule employing cut{o rates of the equivalent channels is stated here, cf. 55]. The cut{o rate is an appropriate parameter for convolutional codes using sequential decoding 2]. More generally, the cut{o rate criterion may be useful for those classes of codes that are not capacity approaching but rather R 0 approaching.
The cut{o rate R i 0 for equivalent channel i is simply 40]:
Thus, we arrive at the following design rule for MLC schemes when R 0 is the signi cant parameter:
Rate Design Rule 4 (Cut{o Rate Rule) For a 2`{ary digital modulation scheme, the rates R i ; i = 0; : : :;`? 1, at the individual coding levels i of a multilevel coding scheme using R 0 {approaching codes and decoding schemes should be chosen equal to the cut{o rates R i 0 of the equivalent channels: R i = R i 0 :
The rates derived from the cut{o rate rule are very similar to those derived from the capacity rule. Therefore, we do not present an example for this rate design rule. It is noteworthy that there is no simple relation between the sum of the individual cut{o rates R i 0 and the cut{o rate of the underlying modulation scheme as there is for the respective capacities (Theorem 1). Interestingly, the results of 55] show that the sum of the R i 0 in an MLC scheme using Ungerb ock's partitioning can exceed the cut{o rate of the modulation scheme.
E. Equal Error Probability Rule
The design rules given so far are mainly based on random coding principles rather than on speci c component codes. An alternative way is to choose codes with known properties in such a way that the word or bit error probabilities of the equivalent channels or their bounds are equal. This leads to an equal error probability rule. For this purpose, an analytic expression for the error probability is required. In the appendix, calculations of the distance enumerators of the individual levels are presented which allow estimating the error probability using an union bound approach.
To summarize, Table I displays the di erent rate designs proposed in this section. Again the 8{ASK constellation with Ungerb ock labeling and a total rate R = 2:5 bit/symbol are assumed. We see that all rules give similar results except the balanced distances rule. In order to con rm the relevance of the presented design rules in practice, simulations for several digital PAM transmission schemes with MLC and MSD over the AWGN channel were performed. In particular, 8{PSK with R = 2 bit/symbol, 16{QAM with R = 3 bit/symbol, 32{QAM with R = 4 bit/symbol and 64{QAM with R = 5 bit/symbol (all with equiprobable signal points) were investigated. Turbo codes (TC) using 16{state convolutional codes 44], 56] with rates derived from the coding exponent rule are used as component codes. bandwidth e ciency of the digital communication schemes, measured in bit/sec/Hz, is plotted versus the required E b =N 0 to achieve a desired reliability. As usual, E b denotes the energy per bit at the receiver input and N 0 the one{sided spectral noise power density. The solid line marks the Shannon limit for reliable digital transmission. The squares mark the capacity limits for these PAM schemes with equiprobable signal points. Note that in order to overcome the gap to the Shannon limit, shaping methods as described in Section VIII are indispensable. Each sketched triangle marks the required E b =N 0 to achieve a bit error rate (BER) of 10 ?5 by the corresponding transmission scheme. Of course, the results for these QAM schemes can be extended to M > 64{QAM schemes by imposing further uncoded levels. Additionally, results for the \original" turbo codes with the above given block lengths transmitted with QPSK and R = 1 as well as results for several uncoded schemes are plotted for reference. The results show that the gap between the Shannon limit and the power e ciency of the investigated transmission schemes remains quite constant, nearly independent of the bandwidth e ciency of the scheme.
For brevity, we have included an additional simulation result which relates to Section VIII. The diamond in Fig. 10 shows a result for a multilevel coded 64{QAM constellation using signal shaping.
Finally, in order to check the proposed design of the MLC scheme, measurements of the BER for the individual levels i, i = 0; : : :;`? 1, without any error propagation in MSD were performed. Instead of using the symbolsx j of lower levels j, j = 0; : : :; i ? 1, that were estimated by previous decoding stages, the correct transmitted symbols x j were fed to higher stages so that the correct subset is always addressed. The results in Fig. 11 show the desired error behavior of the component codes with a \crossover{area" of the di erent curves in the interesting range (BER = 10 ?5 ). Note that the abscissa parameter E b =N 0 refers to the entire scheme. The slopes of the curves stem from the very di erent code rates and increase as the code rate decreases. Additionally, as one can see from Fig. 11 the SNR required to achieve a bit error rate of 10 ?5 increases from the lowest to the highest level. Hence, in the case of this particular example, error propagation would only marginally degrade the total performance of the scheme. The reason is that the code rate increases signi cantly from the lowest to the highest coded levels, as is always the case when using a labeling according to Ungerb ock's set partitioning. Thus, Ungerb ock's set partitioning is essential to reduce the e ect of error propagation in practical schemes.
Our main result is that by using binary codes with the capacity design rule for the rates at each level, the unshaped Shannon limit can be approached within tenths of a dB independently of spectral e ciency in the bandwidth{ limited regime, with no more decoding complexity than is needed for comparable capacity{approaching codes on ordinary binary channels. Moreover, the complexity per information bit is decreased because of further uncoded levels.
In order to conclude this section the similarities and di erences between MLC and TCM are brie y discussed:
Turbo TCM schemes perform similarly over the AWGN channel as the presented MLC schemes with turbo component codes at comparable complexity and coding delay 58], 59]. The main di erence is that in MLC binary turbo codes are the building blocks of the entire scheme, whereas in turbo TCM the component TCM schemes are building blocks of the turbo scheme.
The usual TCM schemes and MLC with convolutional component codes perform similarly, but with a clear advantage to MLC at the same entire number of trellis branches per information bit, especially for high numbers of states.
The main di erence between MLC and TCM is not performance, but, rst, how to design the coding scheme, and second, the achievable code rates. While for TCM the best codes for a particular modulation scheme are found by an exhaustive computer search, the best binary codes may be applied as component codes in an MLC scheme in conjunction with the proposed rate design. Because for TCM the code rate is strongly related to the dimensionality of the signal set, only integer code rates with respect to the considered dimensionality can be achieved. In contrast, the choice of the total rate in an MLC scheme is arbitrary; however, component codes with \strange" rates usually have to be implemented, e.g. by puncturing. In summary, there is much more exibility in MLC design.
V. Dimensionality of the Constituent Signal Constellation
A TCM scheme usually generates one bit of redundancy per D{dimensional constituent signal set. Thus, the redundancy per dimension is 1=D bit/dimension. In contrast, for MLC schemes, the dimensionality D and the rate per dimension R=D can be chosen independently. Thus, an important question when employing MLC schemes is the optimum dimensionality of the constituent signal constellation, cf. also 60]. In this section, we discuss the di erences between multilevel codes based on one{ or two{dimensional constellations. As we aim at approaching capacity, we neglect the necessity for higher{dimensional constellations which may be present in some practical applications. Moreover, we have to distinguish between MLC employing block codes and convolutional codes as component codes.
A. Block Component Codes
Consider an MLC scheme based on a D{dimensional signal set A D , which is the D{fold cartesian product of a one{dimensional constellation A 1 . The set partitioning is performed in`D steps in the D{dimensional signal space. To minimize complexity, it is preferable to base the MLC scheme on a one{dimensional signal set, because the least number (`1) of individual encoders and decoders are necessary compared to a D{dimensional approach with D = D `1. For a fair comparison of MLC schemes using block codes as component codes, we x the dimensionality of the entire multilevel code word to, say N D D, where N D denotes the length of the binary component codes of an MLC scheme based on a D{dimensional signal constellation. Thus, all schemes can be compared based on the same delay per code word.
As an example, we look at the power e ciency of MLC for 16{QAM, rst based on the one{dimensional 4{ASK signal set per dimension, and second based on the two{dimensional 16{ary signal set. Because capacities are equal for both approaches, the coding exponents of the equivalent channels are applied (cf. Section IV-C) to assess the power e ciency of an MLC scheme with block codes of xed length N D . The sum of rates P 1 i=0 R i = R for MLC with 4{ASK derived via the isoquants of the coding exponent E i (R i ) is compared to the sum of rates P 3 i=0 R i = R for MLC with 16{QAM. We x the code length to 2000 QAM symbols, resulting in N 1 = 4000 and N 2 = 2000. Fig. 12 shows the code rate R=D per dimension versus SNR for both approaches. An MLC can
Concluding, we state that, for a xed data delay, it is more power and complexity e cient to apply block codes as long as possible to MLC schemes based on a one{dimensional constellation instead of increasing the dimensionality of the signal constellation. For MLC schemes based on a one{dimensional signal set, the signal points in N 1 dimensions, i.e., the multilevel code word, are exclusively given by the code constraints of the component codes, whereas for a D{dimensional signal set we have concatenated coding consisting of two constituent parts. The rst part is covered by the component codes applying only to N D = N 1 =D dimensions. The second part is given by the constraints between the components a k , k = 1; : : :; D, of a signal point a = (a 1 ; : : :; a D ), which are introduced by the set partitioning strategy. Our previous result indicates that the direct approach is more e cient than the concatenated one, as long as the overall dimensionality of the multilevel code word is xed.
This result is quite obvious since the set of codes that can be realized by MLC of two binary codes of length N 2 = N 1 =2 on a 4{way two{dimensional partition is a subset of the set of codes that can be realized by a single binary code of length N 1 on a 2{way one{dimensional partition. Moreover, even if the codes were the same, one{dimensional MLD will be superior to two{dimensional two{level multistage decoding.
This disadvantage of two{dimensional constituent constellations could be overcome if quaternary component codes were admitted. Then the same set of codes could be generated as in the one{dimensional case. Therefore, in the case of non{binary component codes the question of the optimal dimensionality of the constituent signal set translates to the question of the optimal partitioning depth of the lowest level, cf. 33].
B. Non{Square QAM Constellations
In QAM schemes based on non{square constellations, like the popular cross constellations with 32 or 128 points 61], dimensions are not completely separable. But interdependencies between the dimensions are only relevant at the perimeter of the constellation. Hence, if we neglect these interdependencies, it is possible to encode the lowest partitioning levels of cross constellations exactly as is done for ASK signal sets. Because of the high intra{subset Euclidean distance, the highest levels (where the interdependency of dimensions has to be taken into account) remain uncoded. For example, Fig. 14 shows some subsets of a set partitioning for the 32{ary cross constellation implementing a speci c labeling. Obviously, since the subsets x 0 = 0 and x 1 = 0, respectively, di er only by a rotation they provide equal capacities. Additionally, if we again neglect the boundary e ects, only the in{phase
/symbol = 2 bit/dimension is given in Fig. 15 . When signal shaping for minimum average signal power is applied, a square QAM constellation can always be used, because a proper constellation boundary is determined in a high{dimensional space by the shaping procedure. Therefore, simple MLC based on a one{dimensional constellation is always possible.
C. Convolutional Component Codes
Using convolutional codes as component codes, a comparison is much more di cult, because in this case no
puncturing, are assigned by the cut{o rate rule, cf. Section IV.) 16{QAM with MLC using convolutional codes outperforms the MLC scheme based on 4{ASK. The reason is that increasing the dimensionality of the constituent signal constellation and applying MLC with Ungerb ock's set partitioning leads to an increased e ective constraint length, as we have chosen equal constraint lengths for each code.
But this improvement has tobe paid for twice: the receiver complexity is increased, because the two{dimensional approach needs 3 individual decoders instead of 2 for the one{dimensional case, and the signal delay is doubled when the lengths of the survivor memories are xed. However, when employing convolutional codes, data delay generally is not a problem, and only half the processing speed for each individual decoder is necessary under a two{dimensional approach.
Strictly speaking, the result of Section V-A applies only if the block length of the component code is a relevant parameter, i.e., for codes where performance is related to the code length. In the case of convolutional codes, the higher{dimensional constituent constellation leads to a more power{e cient concatenated coding scheme since the e ective constraint length is enlarged. Usually, the strategy for partitioning a signal set is to maximize the minimum intra{subset Euclidean distance, as introduced by Ungerb ock 4] and Imai 5] . Here, an alternative labeling with the opposite strategy, called block partitioning (BP), is investigated. The minimum intra{subset Euclidean distance remains constant for all partitioning levels and the partitioned subsets form dense clusters of signal points. The strategy for block partitioning is to minimize the intra{subset variance. As an example, the block partitioning tree for the 8{ASK signal set is depicted in Fig. 16 . Fig. 17 sketches the corresponding capacity curves for 8{ASK. Since the minimum intra{subset Euclidean distance is equal for all partitioning levels, the capacities C i of the equivalent channels i of an MLC scheme with block partitioning decrease from the lowest level to the
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A ( R i , i = 0; 1; 2, of an MLC scheme with BP and 8{ASK signal set can be chosen to be equal for all levels, say R i = 0:5. According to Fig. 17 , three states of the channel | \good", \medium", \bad" | are de ned, depending on the current E S =N 0 at the receiver side. First, for transmission over the \good" channel, the capacities C i exceed the code rates R i at each level i and, hence, in principle, error{free transmission of R 0 + R 1 + R 2 = 1:5 bit/symbol is possible. Second, for transmission over the \medium" channel, the code rate R 2 at the highest level exceeds the capacity C 2 while R 0 and R 1 are still smaller than the corresponding capacities C 0 and C 1 .
Hence, starting at level 0, error{free multistage decoding at levels 0 and 1 is still possible resulting in a total transmission rate of R 0 + R 1 = 1:0 bit/symbol. Third, for transmission over the \bad" channel, only code rate R 0 is smaller than capacity C 0 , while code rates R 1 and R 2 exceed the corresponding capacities C 1 and C 2 . Hence, over the \bad" channel error{free transmission of 0.5 bit/symbol is possible. To summarize, using this construction a soft degradation of the scheme over a wide range of SNR is enabled. It adapts automatically to the channel state without the need of a feedback channel, simply by estimation of the SNR at the receiver side or a cyclic redundancy check (CRC), and by delivering only the reliable part of the information to the sink. In the above example, the information increases in steps of 0. Of course, this way of constructing softly{degrading schemes by designing rates for upper levels according to transmission at high SNR can be based on any labeling strategy. But with natural mapping, the rate steps are quite di erent and very little rate remains at low SNR. Block partitioning is a simple way to achieve equal rate steps. Moreover, it is interesting to note that, in the case of equal code rates R i at the individual levels i, MLC schemes with BP do not su er from error propagation in MSD.
The concept of capacities of the equivalent channels provides the frameworkfor optimizationofconstellations for softlydegradingschemes,sometimescalledmultiresolutional constellations 68] . Results presented in 69] show that an optimization via information{theoretic parameters leads to constellations completely di erent from those constructed from Euclidean distance arguments, like those used in digital video broadcasting in Europe 70] . If powerful coding is applied, the Euclidean distance becomes a less important parameter and the latter approach becomes very ine cient. The di erences are comparable to those observed in our comparison of the capacity rule and the balanced distances rule.
A.2 Mixed Partitioning
Now, we will focus on a labeling strategy for 8{PSK such that for MLC/MSD the capacities C 0 and C 1 of the equivalent channels 0 and 1 are approximately equal. The important feature of such a scheme is that if the code rates R i at the individual levels i are chosen to be approximately equal to the capacities C i , then R 0 = R 1 is possible. Hence, it is su cient to implement one encoder and one decoder for both levels. The proposed scheme is depicted in Fig. 18 . Encoders E 0 and E 1 are both implemented by the encoder E 01 , and decoders D 0 and D 1 are both implemented by the decoder D 01 . 
In comparison, the corresponding rates for an MLC scheme and 8{PSK signal set based on Ungerb ock's partitioning It is worth mentioning that with this mixed partitioning approach, coding is still based on MLC/MSD. Levels 0 and 1 are not combined into a single level as in bit{interleaved coded modulation, cf. Section VI-B. Instead, with the proposed scheme, the hardware of one encoder and one decoder can be saved. Clearly, since usually the individual encoders E 0 and E 1 of an MLC scheme work in parallel, encoder E 01 has to work at double speed.
A.3 Coding Exponent Analysis
Using block codes of length N at all levels, the power e ciency of these labeling strategies may be evaluated by the coding exponents of the equivalent channels, cf. Section IV. As an example, we consider transmission of R = 2 bit/symbol over the AWGN channel using an 8{PSK constellation. The tolerable word error rate is assumed to be p w = 10 ?3 . In each case the required E b =N 0 for an MLC scheme with block length N is calculated via isoquants of coding exponents, see Fig. 21 . As expected, as block length tends to in nity, the required SNR for all labeling strategies merges into the capacity limit of 10 log 10 (E b =N 0 ) = 2:7 dB for C = 2 bit/symbol and 8{PSK. For nite N, the labeling strategy introduced by Ungerb ock and Imai in an intuitive manner shows the best performance, but the gain compared to the other labelings is relatively small. Simulation results con rm this statement, cf. 60], 63], 50]. Thus the alternative labeling strategies, which o er some interesting practical advantages, do not su er a signi cant degradation in power e ciency.
B. Gray Labeling
Beside the set partitioning strategies discussed up to now, Gray labeling of the signal points is an interesting alternative. In 71], a pragmatic approach to coded 8{PSK modulation is presented using a single rate{2/3 convolutional encoder. In this approach, the 3 encoded bits are (randomly) interleaved independent of each other and mapped to the signal points using Gray labeling. It was shown for the Rayleigh fading channel that because of increased diversity due to bit interleaving, this scheme outperforms the best known trellis codes. In what follows, we present a strict derivation of BICM starting from MLC and MSD using Gray labeling. For this discussion 8{PSK is assumed as an example.
B.1 MLC and MSD Using Gray Labeling
First, we study the properties of an 8{PSK MLC scheme with MSD and Gray labeling. The corresponding set partitioning tree is sketched in Fig. 22 . Notice that, in contrast to Ungerb ock's set partitioning, the minimumintra{subset Euclidean distance remains constant for all partitioning levels. Moreover, in contrast to the other labeling strategies discussed here, the set partitioning for Gray labeling is irregular, e.g., subset A(01) is not a rotated version of A(10). Hence, according to (7) the capacities C 1 and C 2 of the equivalent channels have to be averaged over the di erent subsets. Using the fact that some subsets have equal capacities, the individual capacities C 0 = C(A)?C(A(0)), C 1 = C(A(0)) ? 1 2 C(A(01)) + C(A(10))] and C 2 = channel have been plotted in Fig. 23 (solid lines) . The Regarding the subsets of the set partitioning tree in Fig. 22 , a careful analysis shows that in each case the number of nearest{neighbor signal points representing the complementary binary symbol (error coe cient) is equal to 1. In particular, neither the error coe cient nor the minimum intra{subset distance changes when decisions of lower levels are not taken into account for decoding at higher levels. Hence, we conjecture that without signi cant loss, the transmission of the address symbol x i , i = 0; 1; 2, can be based on the entire signal constellation, i.e., the individual levels may be decoded in parallel without any preselection of signal points at higher levels. Subsequently, independent parallel decoding of levels is investigated in detail. B.2 MLC and Parallel Independent Decoding of the Individual Levels Using Gray Labeling In MLC with parallel, independent decoding of the individual levels (PDL), the decoder D i makes no use of decisions of other levels i 6 = j. In order to investigate this scheme, the de nition of the equivalent channel and its characterizing pdf has to be adapted appropriately. In the case of MLC/MSD, the equivalent channel i for transmission of digit x i comprises the time{varying equivalent modulator i, depending on the binary digits x j of lower levels j, j = 0; : : :; i ? 1, and the actual physical channel. Here, in the case of MLC/PDL, the equivalent modulator i is no longer time{varying. Since decoding at level i is done independently of other levels, the equivalent modulator i for MLC/PDL is based on the entire signal set, whereby all signal points with address digit x i = b, b 2 f0; 1g, represent the binary symbol b. Therefore, the equivalent channel i for MLC/PDL is characterized by the pdfs 
Consequently the total rate is restricted to
The bound I(Y ; X i ) I(Y ; X i jX 0 : : :
is valid in general, with equality i for a given channel output variable y the input symbols x i and x j , 0 j < i, are independent. This is true as the signal{to{noise ratio goes to in nity. Therefore, combining (6), (31) and (32) yields that the sum of maximum rates R i in a MLC/PDL scheme must be less than or equal to the mutual information for the total scheme: R =`? Eq. (33) shows that the MLC/PDL approach is simply a suboptimum approximation of an optimum coded modulation scheme. In contrast to the optimum scheme, the capacity of the MLC/PDL scheme strongly depends on the particular labeling of signal points. Caire et al. showed in 42], 1] that the gap to an optimum scheme is surprisingly small with Gray labeling of the signal points. However, we will show now that the gap increases signi cantly if the nite length of the code is taken into account. 
(See dashed line in Fig. 23 .) Since at level 0 the equivalent channels for MLC using MSD and PDL are equal C 0 PDL = C 0 holds. Clearly, the capacities C 1 PDL and C 2 PDL using PDL are lower than those using MSD. But from Fig. 23 it is apparent that in the range of interest the loss of parallel compared to multistage decoding is very small. Additionally, the rate distribution for MLC using PDL according to the capacity design rule for a total rate R = 2 bit/symbol is nearly the same as for MSD (cf. dashed vertical line in Fig. 23) .
Finally, following Section IV and considering (28), the coding exponent E i 0;PDL ( ) of the equivalent channel i for an MLC scheme using PDL is: E i 0;PDL ( ) = (35) ? log 2 As described above, in MLC schemes using PDL the output symbol x i of encoder i is transmitted over the time{invariant equivalent channel i. Thus,`independent binary coding and decoding levels are present in parallel. An obvious approach is to apply only one binary code and to group`encoded bits to address the current symbol. Assuming ideal bit interleaving 5 , the address symbols are independent of each other and, hence, this scheme can be interpreted | at least for in nite code length | as multilevel encoding together with parallel, independent decoding of the individual levels.
BICM transmission of binary symbol x i can again be viewed as transmission over the equivalent channel i for MLC/PDL. But here, the equivalent channels i, i = 0; : : :;`? 1, for MLC/PDL are not used in parallel; rather, they are time{multiplexed. Hence, the equivalent 
The random coding exponent for the equivalent channel using BICM is then E r;BICM (R) := max 0 1 fE 0;BICM ( ) ? R B g: (38) Here, R B denotes the rate of the binary code used in BICM. For simplicity, MLC/PDL and BICM are assumed here at all levels. For the AWGN channel and very large signal constellations, it is more e cient to apply a mixed labeling strategy, i.e., to use Ungerb ock labeling in order to separate coded from uncoded levels and thus to save complexity. A relabeling within the coded levels according to the Gray criterion allows use of MLC/PDL or BICM for subset coding/decoding. For fading channels, Gray labeling and PDL or BICM over all levels is recommended.
The same principle applies when hard{decision decoding at higher levels is possible without signi cant loss, see Section VII. In this case also, only the levels with soft{decision decoding should be combined.
B.4 Coding Exponent Analysis
To compare the power e ciency of the previously presented schemes, the coding exponents given above are evaluated. Coded 8{PSK transmission at R = 2 bit/symbol over the AWGN channel is chosen with a tolerable word error rate p w = 10 ?3 . Additionally, the result of the previous section for the usual MLC scheme with Ungerb ock partitioning and MSD is included for reference. In all cases, the required SNR for the di erent schemes and xed total rate R was calculated via isoquants of coding exponents. For MLC/MSD and MLC/PDL the code length N is used for all component codes, whereas for BICM only a single code of this length is used. In the case of BICM, the calculation of isoquants provides the rate R B of the single code, which has to be multiplied by`to obtain the total rate R =`R B for BICM. The results for the competing schemes are shown in Fig. 25 as a function of the code length N. From Fig. 25 it is evident that the performance of BICM schemes and that of MLC schemes using PDL is almost identical and inferior to that of MLC/MSD. For decreasing N, the loss of BICM and MLC/PDL compared to the optimum MLC/MSD approach using Ungerb ock labeling (UP) increases. The reason for this is as follows: Assume that the signal point M(000) in the subset A 1 (x 1 = 0) is chosen for transmission of binary symbol x 1 = 0, cf. Fig. 24 . Then, both nearest{neighbor signal points represent the same binary symbol x 1 = 0. Hence, the minimum distance of M(000) to signal points representing the complementary binary symbol is relatively large, and the transmission of This example shows that the distance properties of a BICM scheme with Gray labeling are extremely time{varying. Therefore, in order to compensate for these varying distances a large block code is required. In particular, since convolutional codes can be viewed as short block codes with a sliding encoding window, they are not well suited to BICM schemes over the AWGN channel.
VII. Hard{Decision Decoding at Individual Levels
Up to now, we have considered only coded modulation schemes in which the individual decoding stages optimally decode the channel output. In this section, we investigate coded modulation schemes in which error{correcting binary codes are employed at selected coding levels; i.e., the corresponding decoders use only binary decisions without additional reliability information.
In Results concerning the performance loss due to error{correcting codes in MLC schemes are thus desirable. In this section, we compare hard{ and soft{decision decoding in MLC schemes. We show that the performance gap between hard and soft{decision decoding decreases with increasing bandwidth e ciency. It turns out that soft{decision decoding at only the lowest level is su cient to achieve near{optimum performance.
A. Capacity
For hard decisions, the concept of equivalent channels introduced in Section II has to be modi ed appropriately. Only binary variables should be fed to the decoder D i at decoding stage i; i.e., the channel output y is quantized to binary symbolsx i . To distinguish between equivalent channel i with hard and soft decisions, we refer to the former one as equivalent binary channel i.
For example, let us consider the equivalent binary channel for transmission of symbol x 1 for an 8{ASK scheme (level 1), see Fig. 26 . Assuming equiprobable signal (43) 6 The probability of detection error may be upper bounded by the respective symbol error probability for transmitting a 2 A(x 0 : : :x i?1 0). Thereby, the detection of signal points a 2 A(x 0 : : :x i?1 0),ã 6 = a, are counted as errors although they represent the transmitted symbol x i = 0. Especially when the detection error probability is mainly determined by the nearest{neighbor signal points as it is the case with Ungerb ock set partitioning, this approximation becomes quite tight.
The
particular values ofx i ; x i ; x 0 : : :x i?1 . In this particular case, the resulting equivalent binary channel i is symmetric; i.e., it is a binary symmetric channel (BSC). The transition probability Pr x i 6 = x i jx i ; x 0 : : :x i?1 is simply the bit error probability " i of the equivalent BSC i. Thus, its capacity C i H is given by
where H 2 ( ) again denotes the binary entropy function. Now, the capacity of a coded modulation scheme with a mix of hard and soft{decision decoding at the individual levels is simply the sum of the capacities of the corresponding equivalent channels i, i = 0; : : :;`? 1. For example, consider a 3{level scheme with soft{decision decoding at level 0 and hard{decision decoding at levels 1 and 2:
C SHH = C 0 + C 1 H + C 2 H : (45) Here, the index of the capacity C SHH denotes the decoding manner (soft or hard) at the individual levels. If the index is omitted, soft{decision decoding is assumed at all levels.
Using the chain rule of mutual information (2), it was shown in Section II that with soft{decision decoding at all levels, MLC together with MSD is an asymptotically optimum coding approach. However, when hard{decision decoding is used at several levels, the chain rule no longer holds, and, the MLC approach is not necessarily optimum. Thus, the MLC/MSD transmission scheme with hard{decision decoding at all levels operating on the AWGN channel is compared to a coded modulation scheme operating on an M{ary discrete memoryless channel (DMC). For example, we look at 8{ASK. The channel input and output alphabet is equal to the 8{ASK signal set A = f 1; 3; 5; 7g. The transition probability Prfa k ja j g for receiving symbol a k is given by the probability that the output y of the underlying AWGN channel falls into the decision region R A (a k ) if symbol a j is transmitted. The capacity of this scheme is given by C DMC = E (ak2A;aj2A) log 2 Prfa k ja j g Prfa k g :
B. Examples and Discussion
Again the coded modulation scheme with 8{ASK and natural labeling operating on the AWGN channel will be investigated. Fig. 27 depicts: capacity C, soft{decision decoding at all levels (case SSS, reference), capacity C SHH , soft{decision decoding at level 0 and hard{decision decoding at levels 1 and 2 (case SHH), capacity C HHH , hard{decision decoding at all levels (case HHH), together with the corresponding capacities of the equivalent and the equivalent binary channels.
First, we compare the capacities C i and C i H , i = 0; 1; 2. At level 2, the underlying signal set for the transmission of symbol x 2 is the ordinary BPSK signal set, i.e., symbol x 2 is not multiply represented. In this case, the well{known gap of about 1.7 dB between the capacities C 2 = C 2 H = 0:5 is observed. At level 1, symbol x 1 is represented twice in the underlying 4{ASK signal set. Here, the gap between the capacities C 1 = C 1 H = 0:5 is only 1.1 dB. This gap is further reduced to 0.9 dB at level 0. Thus, when symbols are multiply represented by signal points, the gap between soft{ and hard{decision channels becomes smaller.
We interpret this di erent behavior by the following observation: For binary antipodal signaling, the gain of soft{decision decoding mainly results from those highly reliable symbols that are received far away from the decision boundary. But for multiamplitude/multiphase modulation, the existence of boundaries of the decision regions on all sides of inner points reduces the soft{decision advantage. Also, as usual, the gap between the capacities C i , i = 0; 1; 2, and C i H , respectively, decreases for increasing SNR. Second, we compare the cases SSS and SHH. It is apparent from Fig. 27 that the gap between C and C SHH is negligible for rates above 2.5 bit/symbol. In particular, for R = 2:5 bit/symbol, the loss for the case SHH versus the optimum case SSS is 0.15 dB. Even for rates down to 2.0 bit/symbol a loss of only 0.6 dB is visible. Hence, the performance loss due to hard{decision decoding at higher levels is dramatically reduced compared to BPSK. The explanation is as follows. For set partitioning according to Ungerb ock's criterion, the individual rates increase from lowest level to highest level. Thus, the performance loss due to hard{decision decoding decreases. Hence,
maximum{likelihood decoding. In the case SHH, where only high{rate codes are used for hard{decision decoding, there is a little additional loss for practical bounded{distance decoding algorithms.
If we design the 8{ASK system for a total rate R = 2:5 bit/symbol, the rate distribution according to capacities in the case SSS (solid vertical line) is R 0 =R 1 =R 2 = 0:516=0:984=1; (47) whereas in the case SHH (dashed vertical line) it is R 0 =R 1 =R 2 = 0:532=0:968=1:
For SHH, the rate at level 0 with soft{decision decoding is slightly increased while the rate at level 1 with hard{decision decoding is decreased by the same amount when compared to SSS. Next, we assess hard{decision decoding at all levels (HHH). For a total rate R = 2:5 bit/symbol, the gap between C and C HHH is about 0.9 dB (see Fig. 27 ). The loss due to full hard{decision decoding in a coded modulation scheme is thus substantially less than with BPSK. The reason is that with Ungerb ock set partitioning, the lowest rate is transmitted at level 0 and, hence, the capacity loss at this level dominates. But, as shown above, at level 0 the loss due to hard{decision decoding is moderate because of the multiple representation of the symbol x 0 in the underlying signal set.
In conclusion, we see that for 8{ASK and R = 2:5 bit/symbol, it is su cient to employ soft{decision decoding at level 0. Hard{decision decoding at higher levels can be done without any signi cant performance loss while o ering a reasonable reduction in complexity, cf. also 33]. Even if hard{decision decoding is used at all levels, the loss compared to soft{decision decoding is lower than 1 dB.
Finally, the capacities C DMC of the equivalent DMC and C HHH for the MLC/MSD scheme with hard{decision decoding at each level are compared. It can be observed from Fig. 27 that, in the region of interest (rates above 2 bit/symbol), the MLC approach with hard{decision decoding at each level outperforms the scheme operating on the equivalent DMC. The di erence between the schemes lies in the way the soft output of the underlying AWGN channel is exploited. For the 8{ary DMC, the soft channel output is quantized once. In multistage decoding, the soft value is used at each level for binary detection. This leads to the important observation that, in the case of hard{decision decoding, an e cient way to exploit the channel information is to split up the coding and decoding procedure in multiple, ideally binary, levels so as to use the soft channel output multiply. Therefore, when designing coded modulation schemes, the two cases of soft{ and hard{decision decoding have to be carefully distinguished. As shown in the previous section, in the case of soft{decision decoding and very large block length it is possible to link several coding levels into a single one without signi cant performance loss when Gray mapping is used. In the case of hard{decision decoding, this is not true since combining multiple levels into a single one results in an unavoidable performance loss due to a suboptimum exploitation of the soft information. It is well{known that adapting binary error{correcting codes (forward error correction (FEC)) to an M{ary transmission scheme by Gray mapping does not lead to satisfactory results. This e ect is con rmed by the curve C FEC in Fig. 27 , where for C = 2:5 bit/symbol a loss of approximately 2 dB compared to C SSS results, which is in accordance to binary transmission. In contrast, the MLC approach with individual error{correcting codes at each level promises much better performance.
The question of the optimum dimensionality of the constituent signal set (cf. Section V) has to be discussed again for hard{decision decoding. Especially, hard{decision decoding at all but the lowest level is addressed, because of its interesting trade{o between performance and complexity. As in Section V, an MLC scheme based on a 4{ASK signal set is compared to an MLC scheme based on a 16{QAM signal set. Again, the overall block length is assumed to be equal. In Fig. 28 the corresponding isoquants for a block length of 2000 QAM symbols are shown. A total rate of R = 1:5 bit/dimension is chosen. Here, the loss of the two{dimensional QAM scheme when compared to the one{dimensional ASK scheme is higher than with soft{decision decoding at all levels, cf. Fig. 16 . The reason is that for the 16{QAM scheme there are three levels with hard{decision decoding with a rate R 1 = 0:7 at level 1 rather far away from 1. Contrary, there is only one level with hard{decision decoding in the one{dimensional approach with a rate R 1 = 0:96 quite close to 1. This result further supports the statements concerning dimensionality in Section V. If hard{decision decoding at all but the lowest level is used, the less complex MLC scheme based on an one{dimensional signal set is more power{e cient than an MLC scheme based on a two{dimensional set.
As stated in Section V, if non{binary codes are considered these di erences are conjectured to vanish. Moreover, we assume that a two{dimensional SSHH approach will perform close to the one{dimensional SH scheme. But since two soft{decision decoders are required, complexity is almost doubled.
C. Simulation Results
In order to verify these capacity results, simulations for 8{ASK transmission with an MLC/MSD scheme over the AWGN channel have been performed. In particular, we are interested in the loss of an MLC scheme using hard{decision decoding at the 2 highest levels when compared to a scheme using entirely soft{decision decoding. reference scheme 10 log 10 (E b =N 0 ) = 10:1 dB is required to achieve BER = 10 ?5 with a total rate R = 2:5 bit/symbol.
Since the capacity C = 2:5 bit/symbol is reached for 10 log 10 (E b =N 0 ) = 9:1 dB, this scheme works about 1.0 dB above capacity. From Fig. 29 , it can be seen that the competing scheme with the BCH code at level 1 achieves BER = 10 ?5 at 10 log 10 (E b =N 0 ) = 10:15 dB with a total rate R = 2:48 bit/symbol. Here, the capacity C = 2:48 bit/symbol is reached for 10 log 10 (E b =N 0 ) = 8:9 dB. Hence, the MLC scheme using a BCH code at level 1 works about 1.25 dB above capacity, resulting in a loss of about 0.25 dB versus the MLC scheme using turbo codes at the coded levels. This loss of 0.25 dB observed in simulations corresponds well to the loss of 0.15 dB predicted from capacity arguments.
In conclusion, in practice we recommend multilevel coding schemes based on Ungerb ock set partitioning, where soft{decision decoding is employed only at level 0 and hard{decision decoding is applied at higher levels. With this approach, MLC transmission based on a one{dimensional M{ary signal set requires only modest additionalcomplexity (since low{complexity hard{decision decoding is used at higher levels) compared to binary transmission. Thus, to approach capacity with bandwidth{e cient digital transmission requires much less decoding complexity per bit than to approach capacity with binary antipodal signaling.
VIII. Application of Signal Shaping
It is well known that signal shaping provides further gain by replacing a uniform signal distribution by a Gaussian{like distribution in order to reduce average transmit power. In many situations, it is easier to obtain shaping gain than to obtain a similar gain by more powerful coding. In order to approach the Shannon limit, shaping is indispensable.
In this section, the combination of MLC and signal shaping is discussed. We nd that the achievable shaping gain does not correspond directly to a gain in capacity. The optimum assignment of code rates to the individual levels and optimum sharing of redundancy between coding and shaping is given. The section closes with implementation issues and simulation results.
In view of the results of Sections V and VII, we restrict ourselves to one{dimensional constellations throughout this section. As mentioned earlier, because shaping algorithms automatically impose proper spherical boundaries in many dimensions on a given signal set, it is su cient to restrict the discussion to uniformly spaced M{ary one{dimensional constituent constellations.
A. Aspects from Theory
As is well known, optimization of the a{priori probabilities of signal points is necessary in order to approach channel capacity. In the literature, the gain due to shaping is mostly derived only for very large constellations using the continuous approximation. This leads to the following two statements 10]: I: The maximumshaping gain, i.e., the maximumreduction in average transmit power, is given by: G s;max = e 6 b = 1:53 dB:
But for situations most relevant in practice, using \small" signal sets, the limit of 1.53 dB can never be achieved. Subsequently, the maximum capacity gain in using an optimized channel input distribution is derived (cf. 74]). Consider the capacity C = 1 2 log 2 1 + 2 Es N0 bit/dimension] of the AWGN channel with a continuous Gaussian distributed input. To transmit a certain rate R = C, the minimum signal{to{noise ratio is thus E s =N 0 = (2 2R ? 1)=2:
(50) Without loss of generality, we force a uniformly distributed signal to be f A (a) = 1 for jaj 1=2 and f A (a) = 0 otherwise. Since here 2 a = 1=12, the noise variance is related to the signal{to{noise ratio by 2 n = (24E s =N 0 ) ?1 . Thus, the capacity reads: 
Hence, assuming R ! C and replacing a uniformly distributed channel input signal by a continuous Gaussian distributed one, the maximum capacity gain is given by
where C ?1 u (C) denotes the inverse function of C u (E s =N 0 ). In Fig. 30 G c is plotted versus the desired capacity C. Additionally, the maximum shaping gain of discrete Fig. 30 . Capacity gain Gc according to (53) (solid line) and shaping gain Gs for discrete constellation according to (49) (dashed line), resp., vs. capacity constellations (49) is shown 7 . As one can see, in a wide range the shaping gain is much greater than the gain in capacity. Strictly speaking, the true shaping gain is even greater, because some constellation expansion is necessary to realize coding gain. Hence, the shaping gain of a constellation supporting a certain rate R plus the coding redundancy can be exhausted. Thus, the shaping gain curve has to be moved left by the redundancy. Only for asymptotically high rates does the whole shaping gain translate directly to a gain in capacity, approaching the ultimate shaping gain of e 6 . This is because C u 1 2 log 2 ? 6 e (1 + 2E s =N 0 ) for high signal{to{noise ratios (cf. 74], 75]). In contrast, for C ! 0 the capacity gain completely vanishes.
Note that an additional loss appears for discrete constellations compared to the corresponding continuous ones. Hence, for discrete constellations (53) is actually a lower bound.
In order to come close to the optimum, an optimization over the probabilities of the signal points of nite constellations has to be performed, cf. e.g. 76]. This procedure is quite di cult. Therefore we force the channel input to be (discrete) Gaussian distributed, i.e., Prfa m g = K( ) e ? jamj 2 ; 0; (54) where K( ) = P am e ? jamj 2 ?1 normalizes the distribution. This distribution, which maximizes the entropy under an average power constraint, is sometimes called a Maxwell{Boltzmann distribution 73] . The parameter governs the trade{o between average power 2 a of signal points and entropy H(A). For = 0 a uniform distribution results, whereas for ! 1 only the two signal points closest to the origin remain (M even). From (54) higher{dimensional constellations may be simply obtained by taking the Cartesian product. As we will see later, by selecting (and hence H(A)) properly, the performance of the optimum (not necessarily discrete Gaussian) distribution is approached very closely.
For a given M{ary constellation and target transmission rate R < log 2 (M), this variation of entropy H(A) moreover leads directly to the optimum partitioning of redundancy between coding and shaping. For example, consider the transmission of C = 2 bit/dimension using an 8{ASK signal constellation. In Fig. 31 the SNR gap to the Shannon limit (normalized SNR) SNR = required E b =N 0 , discrete Gaussian distribution 2 2C ? 1 (55) is plotted over the entropy H(A). There are three important bit has to be divided into 0.63 bit coding redundancy and 0.37 bit shaping redundancy for this speci c example. Additionally, it should be noted that for the entropy H(A) in the range of 2.5 to 2.8 bit/symbol SNR di ers only slightly. Thus, the selection of the optimum entropy is not very sensitive. In the optimum, an additional capacity gain G c of about 0.78 dB over channel coding only results. Since shaping is done without extra constellation expansion the shaping gain is somewhat smaller than would be possible in principle. But this residual loss in shaping gain is very small; about 0.06 dB at the optimum point, cf. Fig. 31 . Since we have now derived the quasi{optimaldistribution of the signal points, the individual rates of the MLC scheme can be calculated and plotted in Fig. 32 . Again, an 8{ASK constellation and Ungerb ock set partitioning is assumed. At the top, the capacity C is plotted versus the signal{to{noise ratio E s =N 0 in dB. The solid line is valid for uniform signaling, whereas the dashed one assumes an optimized discrete Gaussian constellation. It is important to notice that at each point the optimization is performed individually and, hence, di erent distributions result. Additionally, the Shannon limit is shown (dotted line). As one can see, the Shannon limit can be approached very closely over a wide range. In addition, an optimization for an arbitrary discrete distribution was done using a modi ed version of the Blahut{Arimoto algorithm 77]. The resulting optimum is not exactly Gaussian, but the di erence from the curve shown in Fig. 32 is invisible (below 0.001 dB) .
The plot in the middle displays the optimal sharing of total redundancy 3 ? C between coding and shaping. As a rule of a thumb, we propose that one bit total redundancy should be divided into 2/3 bit coding redundancy and 1/3 bit shaping redundancy. On the bottom, the capacities C i of the equivalent channels i of the MLC scheme according to (7) are shown. Again, the solid lines correspond to uniform signaling and the dashed lines hold for the optimized Gaussian distributions. It is important to observe that rate design completely changes when shaping is active. In particular, the rate of the highest level decreases strongly. The reason is that this level has to carry the entire shaping redundancy. This observation leads directly to a simple construction of MLC schemes with signal shaping, see Section VIII-B.
Finally, in no shaping gain can be achieved for 2{ASK.) The gain increases as the size of the constellation increases (cf. Fig. 30 ).
Ungerb ock stated 4] that by doubling the size of a QAM signal constellation, i.e., by introducing 0.5 bit redundancy per dimension, almost the entire coding gain can be realized; going to larger constellations is not rewarding. Less total redundancy than 0.5 bit/dimension causes an inevitable loss from the maximum coding gain for equiprobable signal points. This statement has now to be formulated more precisely: as long as no signal shaping is applied. For combined coding and shaping no improvement can be gained beyond doubling the number of signal points per dimension, i.e., by introducing 1 bit redundancy per dimension. Here, the Shannon limit curve is approached very closely by applying the usual ASK or QAM constellations. Reducing total redundancy to 0.5 bit/dimension already causes an inevitable loss of approximately 0.5 dB to the Shannon limit curve, although even here, the SNR gain for shaping and coding is already much greater than for coding solely. For E b =N 0 ! 1 shaping becomes inactive and the curves merge.
As our aim is to approach capacity, we are not concerned with the constellation expansion ratio. In these examples we have chosen 1 bit total redundancy, i.e., approximately 1/3 bit/dimension shaping redundancy. But in contrast to coded uniform constellations, shaping is here done without further constellation expansion.
B. Implementation and Simulation Results
We now apply the theoretical considerations of the previous section to practical schemes. A shaping algorithm has to generate a distribution of signal points approximating the theoretical Maxwell{Boltzmann distribution while preserving the optimum entropy. In principle all shaping techniques, e.g. shell mapping 78], 79] or trellis shaping 80] can be combined with an MLC scheme. Here, we prefer trellis shaping, because shell mapping is only suited for very large constellations, partitioned in a large enough number of 2{dimensional shells. By contrast, since trellis shaping takes the lower levels into account (without modifying them), only a small portion of data has to be scrambled with shaping redundancy. Here, we will not describe trellis shaping in detail (see 80]), but we give a possible approach to combining MLC with shaping. The idea is sketched in Fig. 34 . The lower`? 1 levels are assumed to be coded using block codes of length N with appropriate rates. Only the highest level to which no coding is applied is involved in shaping. This approach preserves the MLC philosophy, and coding and shaping are decoupled. Simulationsfor a multilevelcoded 64{QAM constellation, where MLC is based on a 8{ASK constellation with turbo codes of large block length N = 40000 and total rate R = 2 bit/dimension were performed. Three{dimensional trellis shaping is applied at the highest level, i.e., 1/3 bit shaping plus 2/3 bit coding redundancy per dimension is spent as discussed above. Using this scheme we achieve BER = 10 ?5 within 1 dB of the Shannon limit (see Fig. 10 ). Notice that, while using shaping, the nonuniform distribution of signal points has to be taken into account in the decoding procedure, i.e., maximum{likelihood decoding has to be replaced by maximum{a{posteriori decoding. Further simulation results can be found in 81].
In conclusion, these rules lead to very powerful transmission systems bridging the gap between signaling with uniformly distributed signal points and the Shannon limit.
Similar results can be derived if hard{decision decoding is used at certain levels. Here also an optimal trade{o between coding and shaping redundancy can be found. But because the poorer performance of channel coding, it is advantageous to spend more redundancy for shaping and achieve a higher shaping gain. For 8{ary signaling with strategy SHH (see Section VII) and a target rate of 2.0 bit/dimension, a two{dimensional shaping scheme with H(A) = 2:5 is close to the optimum, cf. 82].
IX. Conclusions
The concept of equivalent channels for the individual coding levels of an MLC scheme establishes a basis to derive tools for the analysis and design of coded modulation schemes. The key point for a power{e cient design of MLC schemes is the proper assignment of individual rates to the component codes. I the individual rates are chosen to be equal to the capacities of the equivalent channels, the capacity of the underlying 2`{ary modulation scheme is achieved by a`{level MLC scheme together with the suboptimum MSD for arbitrary a{priori probabilities and for an arbitrary labeling of signal points. Thus, the problem of channel coding can be solved in principle in an optimum way by employing binary codes in an MLC approach.
There exists a wide region for the individual code rates within which capacity is achievable. But, except for the vertices of this region, which correspond to the capacities of the equivalent channels, one must replace relatively low{complexity MSD by extremely complex MLD. In particular, the individual rates of coded modulation schemes which are designed by the BDR di er substantially from the capacities of the equivalent channels, leading to an unavoidable performance loss when using MSD. In this case capacity is only achievable by overall MLD.
Various information{theoretic parameters (capacity, coding exponent, and cut{o rate) of the equivalent channels of an MLC scheme lead to various design rules for coded modulation schemes based e.g. on block codes with given length or R 0 {approaching codes as component codes. Simulation results for the AWGN channel show that transmission schemes designed by these rules exhibit power and bandwidth e ciency close to the Shannon limit. In practice these rules do not lead to very di erent rate designs.
From the coding exponent and the cut{o rate of the equivalent channel of an MLC scheme, the optimum dimensionality of the constituent signal set operating on the AWGN channel was derived, assuming binary codes at each level. For a xed data delay it is more e cient in power and complexity to base MLC schemes on a one{dimensional constellation combined with as long block codes as possible, instead of increasing the dimensionality of the constellation. In contrast, using binary convolutional codes with equal constraint lengths, it is more e cient to use MLC in combination with a multi{dimensional constellation.
As shown in Section III, the capacity of MLC schemes is independent of the particular labeling. For nite code length, the labeling introduced by Ungerb ock and Imai, leads to the most power{e cient schemes. However, two MLC schemes based on block and mixed partitioning were also presented which are suited for softly degrading transmission schemes and for a reduction of hardware complexity, respectively. With hard{decision decoding, low individual code rates lead to a signi cant performance loss and thus should be avoided. With an appropriate labeling strategy, rates can be assigned much more uniformly. Additionally, combining several levels into a single one and applying a su ciently large block code with subsequent bit interleaving was discussed. This BICM approach using Gray labeling of signal points seems to be a relatively low{complexity attractive alternative approach to coded modulation. On the other hand, convolutional coding is not suited to BICM.
Employment of hard{decision decoding at several coding levels is an e cient method to save complexity in coded modulation schemes. With Ungerb ock labeling of signal points, the performance loss compared to soft{decision decoding (in terms of capacity as well as in simulations) is only about 0.2 dB for 8{ASK transmission over the AWGN channel, when hard{decision decoding is employed at all but the lowest level. Since in general the complexity of hard{decision decoding is substantially lower than that of soft{decision decoding, we observe that power{e cient coded 2`{ary,`> 1, modulation requires only slightly more complexity than coded binary transmission. If hard{decision decoding is employed at all levels, then an MLC approach with`individual binary error{correcting codes is recommended. Since multistage decoding exploits the soft channel output to some extent, it promises better performance than a single binary code adapted to the 2`{ary modulation scheme by Gray mapping.
In combination with channel coding, signal shaping provides further gain by reducing average transmit power. Since for nite constellations coding and shaping are not separable, their interaction has to be taken into account when designing an MLC scheme. Assuming discrete Gaussian constellations, the key design point is the optimum sharing of redundancy between coding and shaping. It turns out that a redundancy of 1 bit/dimension is su cient to approach to the Shannon limit very closely.
Less redundancy results in an unavoidable performance loss. In order to achieve signi cant shaping gains in practice, one must take into account these rate design principles. Using coding and shaping results in completely di erent rate designs than without shaping. Moreover, maximum{a{posteriori decoding should be used instead of maximum{likelihood decoding.
In the Appendix, a tight upper bound on the error probability for binary transmission over the equivalent channels of an MLC scheme is derived. Here nite constellations and boundary e ects are taken into account leading to results that are more useful in practice. The probability of decoding error when overall maximum{likelihood decoding is used 51].
The Euclidean distance enumerator of MLC 35] . The bit error probability for 8{PSK with MLC and MSD when error propagation is taken into account 39].
The probability of decoding error at level i as a function of the Cherno bounding parameter for M{ary PSK, 4{QAM and QAM with an in nite number of signal points 84], 85]. A minimumdistance bound on the word error probability for block coded modulation schemes using MSD when error propagation is taken into account 86].
A lower bound on the symbol error probability for lattice codes 87], and An upper bound on the word error probability for lattice codes 88] . In this appendix, we sketch the derivation of a tight upper bound on the word error probability for M = 2`{ary transmission using an MLC scheme with linear binary component codes. In 83] a derivation is given for component codes based on lattice constellations that neglects boundary e ects. Here, the results are generalized to constellations with a nite number of signal points and almost arbitrary labelings. Thus boundary e ects are included. Note, that the main results are in 35].
Let p w denote the probability that the word of estimated source symbolsq = q 0 ;q 1 ; : : :;q`? 1 is in error and let p w;i denote the probability that the estimated component data wordq i contains errors, provided the correct subset is known at each decoding stage, i.e., error{free decisions at lower levels, or parallel decoding of the individual levels (PDL) are assumed. Using the union bound principle, the error probability p w is strictly upperbounded by P`? 1 i=0 p w;i .
Consequently, p w can be upperbounded by bounding the individual error rates p w;i .
If the mean Euclidean distance enumerator N i (Z) = For brevity, we restrict ourselves to equiprobable signal points and a regularly partitioned constellation; i.e., all subsets at one partitioning level are congruent. The The bound on the error probability can be tightened by using a relevant Euclidean distance enumerator 
Applying this result to a general linear binary code C 0 with weight enumerator W C 0 (D) yields (56) . In order to calculate an upper bound on the error probability, the entire Euclidean distance enumerator N i (Z) of the code is not required. Here, due to the union bound, many error events are counted multiply. The number of terms comprising the constellation enumerator B (1) 0 (Z) can be reduced in order to tighten the error probability bound if the following fact (given in 24] and also used in 83]) is taken into account: The error probability p w;i is still upper bounded by the union bound when only adjacent signal points are counted, i.e., those points determining the walls of the Voronoi region of the considered signal point. Thus, the resulting relevant constellation enumerator in (61) is valid if x 0 = 0 is assumed to be transmitted. Additionally, since signal points representing the same symbol are irrelevant for determining the Voronoi cells, the same{subset enumerator equals one. In the case of regular partitions, (61) also holds for transmission of x 0 = 1, namely B 0;rel (Z) = E aj2A(1) : (65) 2 The derivation of the upper bound on the error probability of multilevel codes on the AWGN channel is sketched for regular partitions. This symmetry property of a Euclidean space code was already exploited by Zehavi and Wolf 93] and in a weaker form by Ungerb ock in his code search criteria 4]; Forney called it \Ungerb ock{Zehavi{Wolf symmetry" 94]. However, the calculation can still be applied to non{regular partitions if the formulae are adapted to the time{variance of the equivalent channel in a similar way as is done for the Rayleigh fading channel, see e.g. 95] .
Additionally, in almost all cases relevant in practice the results also hold for non{uniform,i.e., shaped, transmission.
Analogous to the derivation of an upper bound on the word error probability p w;i , an upper bound on the bit error probability p b;i can be obtained by the modi ed weight enumerator as usual 89].
If error propagation in MSD is neglected, the bit error probability p b for multilevel coded transmission is given by p b = P`? 1 i=0 R i R p b;i , cf. 39], where p b;i denotes the bit error probability for decoding at level i when error{free decisions are assumed at decoding stages of lower levels.
B. Examples
Two special cases of the calculation of the Euclidean distance enumerator that are of practical interest are discussed in the following examples. 
From (67) one can see that the minimum distance error coe cient of the code C 0 is dramatically increased by a factor of ( 7 4 ) due to the multiple representation of binary symbols in the signal constellation at level 0. Even for relatively small Hamming distances , e.g., = 15, an increase of the e ective error coe cient by ( 7 4 ) 15 4422 results. In general, the factor is given by the th power of the average number of nearest neighbors in the constituent signal set.
Example 2: The 4{ASK constellation A = f 1; 3g with block partitioning for transmission at level 0 of an MLC scheme as shown in Fig. 35 is investigated. Equiprobable 
Here not only the minimum squared Euclidean distance of 4 contributes to the relevant constellation enumerator but also the additional distance 16, because walls of the Voronoi region are at di erent distances for signal points a 1 and a 2 .
Remarkably, as increases the minimum distance error coe cient ( 1 2 ) decreases. Thus, in case of block labeling asymptotically the minimum distance is of almost no interest. This again emphasizes our conclusion that minimum Euclidean distance is not the most appropriate design criterion.
